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Applications kreon holon 60 is a range of surface mounted, track mounted and 
pendant cylindrical downlights characterised by  its compact 
form and deep set LED position, providing a subtle feeling of light 
without a possible uncomfortable visual perception. The range 
uses a variety of LED modules and is the larger counterpart of 
holon 40. With a choice of fixed or directional units, kreon holon 60 
can provide a discreet yet functional solution to general or accent 
lighting within architecture. Finished in black for a dramatic 
contrast or pure white finish.

kreon holon 60 directional is a spotlight with a rotational 
adjustment of 360° and an angular adjustment of 90°, which 
when combined with a choice of spot, flood, wideflood reflector, 
provides a versatile general or accent lighting tool. holon 60 
directional can be recessed or surface mounted, or used on a 48v 
track system.

holon 60 fixed can be surface or pendant mounted for perfect 
solution in general or accent lighting and features a spot, flood or 
wide flood reflector. use holon 60 fixed to create pools or accent of 
lights.

Mounting holon 60 is available in recessed, surface, pendant mounted. Also 
available in 48v track system (fixed, directional or wallwasher).

Optical system / LED’s Delivered lumens for super spot (18°) and spot (33°) is 808 
lumens.  
Delivered lumens for flood (54°) and wide flood (69°) is 1211 
lumens. 
higher lumen output available for remote driver.

Color temperatures / CRI 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K /  90+, 95+ 

Controls / Dimming ELV, 0-10V, Lutron EcoSystem. Other dimming type available per 
request.

Finish The luminaire comes with a standard option of either black or 
white finish. Custom RAL finishes are available upon request.
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holon 60 directional, recessed mounted

holon 60 fixed, surface mounted with deco

holon 60 directional, surface mounted

holon 60 fixed, pendant

holon 60 directional, on track (48V)


